
MATHEMATICS

Working Mathematically – Communicating, Problem Solving 

and Reasoning uses appropriate terminology to describe and 

symbols to represent mathematical ideas. Checks the accuracy of a 

statement and explains the reasoning used.

Measurement and Geometry – convert between units of time and 

solve simple time problems, Compare angles and classify them as 

equal to, greater than or less than a right angle, use scales 

instruments to measure length, temperature, mass, volume and 

capacity. 

Statistics and Probability –Data – selects appropriate methods to 

collect data, and constructs, compares, interprets and evaluates 

data displays, including tables, picture graphs and column graphs. 

Chance- Identify  dependent and independent events, list 

probabilities of everyday events, 

GEOGRAPHY

Earth’s environment sustains all life

This unit introduces the understanding of sustainability which is 

about the ongoing capacity of the environment to sustain human 

life. Students will investigate how the environment supports the lives 

of people and other living things, how different views about the 

environment influence approaches to sustainability and how people 

can use places and environments more sustainably.  

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Healthy Skills for Life/ Sports

During these lessons students will be focusing on galloping, skipping, 

jogging, sliding, balancing and rolling skills and applying them in 

various situations for balance, strength and endurance. Students will 

learn how to be healthy, safe and active as well as how to 

communicate and interact for health and wellbeing.

ENGLISH

Reading- Continued guided and independent reading during Literacy 

centers to improve comprehension and vocabulary. 

Writing- Persuasive writing: Students will learn the skill of presenting 

their arguments in a coherent manner using appropriate text structure 

and language use to convince their audience

Spelling-Students will continue to participate in spelling activities that 

consolidate their learning of academic words, high frequency words and 

students’ personal spelling lists. Students will learn and attempt to spell 

most new words using knowledge of spelling rules, generalisations and 

word origins. 

Grammar, Punctuation and vocabulary will be taught as part of the 

writing program. Use of conjunctions, transitional words and 

prepositional phrases to create complex sentences will be the main 

learning objective this term.

Multimodal Meanings As part of the new National English curriculum, 

students learn how image and text work together to make meaning.

HOMEWORK

Will reinforce concepts taught in the classroom and will include a 

variety of task including reading, spelling, comprehension and 

maths. Homework will be given on Monday of Week 2-9 to be 

completed and handed back on Friday each week. Homework 

Books should be brought back to class everyday.

PERFORMANCE ART/ BODY MOVEMENT

In Body Movement, students will learn to extend their 

fundamental movement skills by adding and combining more 

complex movements. They will also begin to use technical skills 

including accuracy and awareness of body alignment and 

expressive skills. Years 3 and 4 will still have combined lessons 

for Arts and will be learning the same content but with varied 

complexities in lessons. 

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

During lessons students will explore and work with binary code to 

create messages, they will also work on reading, creating and 

correcting code when creating programs on a computer. Students 

will record simple solutions to problems through text and diagrams 

and develop their designing skills from initially following prepared 

algorithms to describing their own that support branching (choice 

of options) and user input.

Year 4 

Term 4

Overview

2015

Students will 

be engaged 

in….

Note: Students will be with Mrs. Sandhu on Monday, 

Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday for English, Science, 

Mathematics and Art. Mrs. HB will teach History, 

Technology and PDHPE this term on every Thursday. 

SCIENCE 

Biological Sciences (Plants in Action)

This unit provided opportunities for students to explore how living 

things have life cycles and that living things, including plants and 

animals, depend on each other and the environment to 

survive .In this unit students will make predictions, plan and 

conduct investigations as well as evaluate and communicate 

their findings. 

Library 

Library lessons will occur each Monday for 

the Busy bees and Thursday for  the 

Ladybirds. Please encourage children to 

borrow regularly with a library bag. Library 

books will be due every Monday/Thursday. 

As a part of homework students will maintain 

a reading log and also summarise their 

reading each week. 

Note: For more information on the 

curriculum for Year 4 students visit 

http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/B

rowse?a=E&a=M&a=S&a=H&a=G&a=ENB

&a=CNC&a=da&a=dr&a=ma&a=mu&a=va

&a=DI&a=DE&a=HPE&y=3&y=4#page=2&

yl-4v

Regular Assessments will be carried out 

throughout  the Term in all Key Learning Areas
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MATHEMATICS

Measurement and Geometry –

•Convert between units of time and solve problems involving 

time duration

•Identify, classify and compare angles in relation to right angle

•Use scaled instrument to measure and compare length

•Use scaled instrument to measure and compare temperature

•Use scaled instrument to measure volume and capacity

Statistics and Probability –

•Describe effective method for data collection

•Choose effective method for data display

•Describe possible everyday events and order their chance of 

occurring

GEOGRAPHY

Earth’s environment sustains all life

•Demonstrate geographical knowledge and understanding

•Demonstrate geographical inquiry and skills

•Describe and compare the characteristics of places in different 

locations around the world

•Identify and describe the interconnectedness between people and 

their environments

•Describe the location of selected countries in relevant terms

•Identify simple patterns in the distribution of features of places

•Develop geographical questions for investigation

•Collect, record and use information and data from various sources

•Interpret data to identify spatial distributions and draw conclusions

.  
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Healthy Skills for Life/ Sports

•Investigate and apply movement concepts and strategies to suit 

different movement situations

•Apply social skills to promote fair play and inclusivity

•Recognise and apply strategies to promote health and 

wellbeing, 

•Describe strategies to make the classroom and playground 

healthy, safe and active spaces 

•Investigate the importance of participation.

•Describe the benefits of being physically fit and physically active

•Describe the connections they have to their community 

•Identify resources available locally to support health, safety and 

physical activity

•Identify and use problem-solving skills to demonstrate strategies 

that help keep you healthy, safe and active

ENGLISH

Writing:

•Use knowledge of text structure, organisation, language 

features and target audience to create persuasive texts.

•Proofread their work to check for errors in spelling, punctuation 

and organisation of text.

Spelling:

•Demonstrate confidence in spelling unfamiliar words using 

spelling rules and generalisations

•Identify a number of homophones and use them in the right 

context

Grammar:

•Provide circumstantial details about an activity through the use 

of text connectives and prepositional phrases in their writing.

Reading:

•Read with fluency and use multiple strategies to assist in 

comprehension

• Display confidence while making whole class and small group 

presentations.

PERFORMANCE ART/ BODY MOVEMENT

•Students structure various movements into sequences

•Students collaborate to make body movement sequences and 

perform with control and accuracy.

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

•Successfully design, make and appraise design projects 

according to specified design criteria

•Demonstrate an understanding of safe handling of 

equipment and materials.

•Explain how the same data can be represented in 

different ways

•Collect and manipulate different data when retain 

information and digital solutions

•Define simple problems 

•Explain how their solutions meet their purpose

•Safe use and management of information systems using 

agreed protocols. 

In Term 4 

2015

Year 4 

Students should 

be able to….

Note: Students will be with Mrs. Sandhu on Monday, 

Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday for English, Science, 

Mathematics and Art. Mrs. HB will teach History, Technology 

and PDHPE this term on every Thursday. 

Important: 

•If you need to meet with the teacher any other time during 

the term, please book an appointment online. 

•Semester reports will be handed out in week 10 of Term 4.

SCIENCE - Material World

•Identify and describe conditions that affect plan growth.

•Develop a question to investigate conditions that affect plant growth

•Plan an investigation that incorporates a control and fair testing.

•Make prediction about the effect of a variable on plant growth. 

•Describe and explain the relationships between the stages (seed, 

seedling, adult plant, flower and fruit) and processes (germination and 

pollination) that make up the plant life cycle.

•Recognise that the stages in the plant’s life form a cycle rather than a 

linear sequence

Regular Assessments will be carried out 

throughout the Term in all Key Learning Areas
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